SADOWSKY RECOMMENDED SETUP SPECIFICATIONS

Pickup height
Hold string down at last fret.
Measure from bottom of string to top of pole piece

NYC Custom Built and Satin 5 strings:
G string:
3/32" (2.38mm)

E or B strings
4/32" (3.17mm)

MetroLine/MetroExpress/Satin 4 strings
2/32" (1.59mm)
3/32" (2.38mm)

For P-J basses:
Set the bridge pickup to the suggested height. Then adjust the P until you are happy with the balance between the two. The P pickup will always have more output than the J pickup.

Action Specs
Hold string down at first fret
Measure from bottom of string to top of 12th fret

LOW:
G 2/32" (1.59mm)
B 3/32" (2.38mm)

MED:
G 5/64" (1.98mm)
B 7/64" (2.78mm)

HIGH:
G 3/32" (2.38mm)
B 4/32" (3.17mm)